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Tony Kishon Will Serve Follies" To Be Louis Untermeyer To Make
Sponsored By
As Most Colorful Figure Varsity Club Initial Appearance At Bates
Production To Be
This Evening In The Chapel
Of Bates-Colby Track Tilt GalaDirected
By Coach
DeVerber Expected To Provide
Competition For Bates Long
Distance Runners
KELLER AND KECK, OUTSTANDING IN BOSTON
INDOOR MEETS, FORM SPRINT COMBINATION

Olympic Prospect Kishon Will Carry On Minus His
Former "Weight Twin", Johnson- Colby
Champion, Veysey, Injured
By John Leard
All eyes will be on tall, blond Tony Kishon Saturday afternoon as
Bates' potential contribution to the United States Olympic track and field
team assumes the field event burden in the Colby-Bates dual meet in
Waterville and makes his initial appearance of the current season in
intercollegiate competition.

Dave Morey

Noted American Critic and Poet
To Speak On "A New Language^
For The New Generation"

DETAILS NOf~
YET AVAILABLE
Coach Dave Morey this week announced preliminary plans for a gala
production called the "Varsity Club
Follies" to be held in the Little Theatre on March 26 and 27. The production will be sponsored by the Varsity
Club and the funds realized will be
used for the purchase of a motionpicture projector.
The details of the production in the
direct control of Coach Morey have
not yet been completed but are understood to include vaudeville acts by
members of the student body, movie
shorts and other features which the
Coach assured the Student reporter
would "rock the house." Coach Morey
did indicate that definite details would
be ready concerning the personnel of
the producing company and the acts
which they would perform.
Coach Morey is being assisted in
formulating plans for the "1936 Varsity
Club Follies" by several members of
the Varsity Club including President
Ted Wellman. Bob Saunders. Mike
Drobosky and Frank Manning.
Coach Morey and those assisting
him ask the student body to keep alert
for announcements concerning the
"Follies" program and note the advertisements which will appear in the
Student beginning this week.

SPEAKER IS EXCEEDINGLY POPULAR
AS LECTURER IN LEADING COLLEGES
HiIS "Food And Drink" Selected As One Of The
Fifty Best Books For The Year 1933—
Other Anthologies Very Popular
R\ John Kciuicy

Louis Untermeyer

Tonight at eight o'clock in the Bates Chapel, the faculty, the student
body, and the public at large will have the opportunity to hear Louis
Untermeyer. renowned poet, critic, and anthologist. His topic will be
"New Language
___^_
jage for the New Generation."
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The all-college skate will be pre- poet, a playwright, a writer of chilKnown as a master of the juvenile irony. His volume of essays "Heav>! the employment of more of
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convention. Carter pointed out Peabody and Gene Connell. senior and the Bates campus, her teams having cost ten cents per person to defray
Pleasant humor, anecdotes, charm- dren, and is illustrated by Reginald In 1923, after twenty years of busithat many of the 30.000.000 voters who junior respectively, will help fill in debated here several times before.
the expense of coffee, colored lights. ing wit, interesting stories—dominated Birch, who also illustrated "Little Lord ness, Mr. Untermeyer abandoned his
manufacturing of jewelry to study
ime of age since the world war the gaps in this department left by
Students should take advantage of and special music.
by an engaging manner—characterized Fauntleroy."
id little or no participation in the withdrawal of Johnson and the such a debate as the women have
abroad and to devote himself entirely
the entire lecture. Miss Field told
College "Snow Train"
only one more scheduled for this seaIdealism and Irony
roomie life and constitute the graduation of Bob Anicetti.
to literature. In 1928, he achieved his
At ten o'clock Saturday morning vividly just how it happened that she
son.
A home debate early in the the first Bates "snow train" (trolley herself wrote such books as "God's
I waste today.
His record of achievement in the lifelong desire—acquiring a farm, a
Little Louis and Big Cooke
* » *
Kerm La Fleur. a junior, is again the vear with Middlebury and a short tour car) will leave Chase Hall for Sabat- Pocket." "Time Out of Mind." a story fields of poetry, parody, and criticism trout-stream, and half a mountain of
One of sugar maples in the Adirondacks. He
Tha' Nude Woman
leading weight man for the Mules, but through Rhode Island. Connecticut, and tus. From Sabattus the Co-educational of the Maine coast, and "Hitty—Her Is almost without parallel.
America's most widely read poets
(Continued on Page 3)
At Harvard
the rapid progress made by Carl Massachusetts constituted the part of group will proceed across Lake Sabat- First Hundred Years."
Speaking generally, the novelist likA •print of the drawing of a nude Hodges has given him a team mate to the women's schedule already com- tus by skis or snowshoes to the Henry
which was one of the grounds work with. Discus stock for Bates has pleted.
Rich Cabin. There will be skiing and ened writing to baking a sponge cake
The debate will be carried on in snows-hoeing on the mountain, plateau, or walking a tight rope, or playing the
"•■■ which the Esquire parody issue of taken a rise with the return of Verdelle
the
Harvard Lampoon" was sup- Clark, former Presque Isle versatile Oregon style with Bates upholding the and on the trails. Those with skis will part of a doctor who sees other sympElizabeth Kadjperooni. have an opportunity to try out the new toms develop while he is treating a
•
I la-st May and which has been star. Charlie Cooke. 195-pound sopho- affirmative.
certain type of disease. "Chapters
red on posters announcing a more, is another entry in the shot put '38, will be first speaker for Bates as ski trail completed this fall.
Dinner will be served at the cabin. which we have all planned to come
daoc." at Winthrop House at Harvard for the Bobcats, but his main contribu- witness for the affirmative. This will
Hmersity, was banned as "improper" tion should be in pairing up with Lou be her first intercollegiate debate. She The snow train will return in time for out fine, seldom come out the way
Meagher in the pole vault. Meagher has had previous experience on the supper. Charges will be thirty-five we hatl expected them to."
':•' :iouse authorities.
Said Miss Field, "there are certain
Members of the dance committee. is a vaulting veteran and a former Bates junior varsity and freshman
(Continued on Page 3)
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Partial result of the recent banning of Bates' K. combination of Capt. Harry
different Shakespearean play for each few minor players needed to add atiston overnight, could I trouble
(Continued on Page 3)
Thi Children's Hour" and 1,000 citi- Keller and Win Keck. Capt. Keller
successive year.
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o
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]* Tales From
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in the Little Theater.
Everett Kennedy. '37
xinded by drifted snow and
Of Famous President
Sunday afternoon a large number
Balthasas, attendant on Don Pedro.
Distinguished Cast.
'*ero temperature, while the radio
of the Bates student body and faculty
1
James Carter. '36
■J "** out "Moon Over Miami," I
Professor Grosvenor Robinson, direcLincoln's birthday was commemogathered in the quiet atmosphere of
rated at Bates in a Chapel talk last tor of the 4-A Players, attended sum- Conrade, a follower of Don John,
''«ni of the palms and a southern
the chapel to join in Vesper Services
Last Thursday night Y. W. Cabinet Wednesday morning by Dr. Rayborn mer school in Stratford-on-Avon in
Earl Dias. '37
"""os],here. The wind is howling
under the auspices of the World Stu- held a Little Retreat at Thorncrag
Hoosag Kadjperooni, '39
L. Zerby, Assistant Professor of Bibli- past years, and studied the drama Borachio.
f}" of ihe \otch and blowing the WEDNESDAY, Feb. 19-8 P. M.. dent Christian Federation. This servwhich was most enjoyable. The pan- cal Literature and Religion.
under Nugent Monk, famous London
(Continued on Page 3)
2*. like great banks of fog. down
Chapel- Louis Untermeyer, New ice was held in conjunction with thou- cakes, piping hot and smelling heavenAt the outset of the talk, the sug"fotiRh the valley. The old Franconia
Language for the New Genera- sands of others in forty-five countries ly, won first prize, with nice fat litUe
rati-*" stands out in the sun as though
over the globe. The services held in sausages a close second. The cooks gestion was made that these questions
on
tion."
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.,
orble, ami the nearby peaks THURSDAY, Feb. 20-7:30 P. M
nearly every college and university in did a grand job on the coffee, and be asked in regard to Abraham Lincoln: "What would a college education
'Park!,, with icy diamonds.
Alumni Gym. Basketball. Sopho- the United States and Canada were the ice cream with strawberry sauce have done for Abraham Lincoln?
"nine sun paints the whole
Thanks to hard-working Committees, exceptionally fine cooperation
along the same lines.
in honor of Valentine's Day was last Would it have hurt or would it have
mores vs. Seniors.
"cape with a deep purple blend- THURSDAY, Feb. 20-8 P. M.. Little
from the student body, and good weather conditions, we have recently
A meditative atmosphere was ush- but not at all least. We think the helped?"
ihp l0 ''illk and a faint orange. Yes,
enjoyed the best Winter Carnival in the seventeen years that this
by Men- best place in the world for really apTheatre.
Women's Debate with ered in bv "O Consolation
Stalwart Independence
mountains are as beautiful in winevent has- occurred on the Bates Campus. The Outing Club will conNew Hampshire on the medicine delsohn. Played on the organ by Miss preciating good food is at Thorncrag
According to the speaker, Lincoln
jj*M In summer. I have enjoyed the
tinue to add to its winter sports equipment, and will do everything
KUen Bailey. '36. the college organist. in front of the blazing fireplace.
question.
had
three
outstanding
qualities.
The
, r"> southern moon and its moonpossible to furnish students with the same, but our resources are
Verv helpful was the discussion held
FRIDAY. Feb. 21—3 P. M.. W. A. A. B., At the close of the prelude. Charles
first
was
"the
ability
to
go
straight
Pin*
thai dance through the tall
beginning to prove quite inadequate to meet the unprecedented growth
Bates vs. B. C. Radio Debate on Pendleton, '36, president of the Bates afterward, with Mrs. Wright offering to the heart of a matter—to see why
;
and slide down the slender
of interest in skiing, and it seems now that we shall be unable next
Chapter of the Young Men's Christian suggestions and advice. Plans for the things were as they were—to get the
the Supreme Court question.
"' the palms, and now an Arctic
season to comply with every demand for equipment. This will be particuThe re- rest of the year were considered, and cause of the matter." The second was
FRIDAY, 7 P. M., Little Theatre. Talk- Association, led in prayer.
,;;_,('n,d and sharp it shines down
larly true at certain times, like the Carnival, when many need to be
Y
ing moving
pictures, "Modern sponse, "The Intimate Self." was ways in which the purpose of
"the ability to see the far-flung results
nil?''*1'. the btttag and deadly stiii
might
better
be
put
across
to
the
stusupplied at the same time. To those men and women who are particuplayed
bv
Miss
Mary
Chase.
'38.
on
Methods
of
Automobile
EngineerreflpcUll
ents
Mrs. Mabee's little worship of a thing with an appreciation of the
larly interested in skiing, I would suggest that they begin now to save
Math .
R from the snow a
the
flute,
accompanied
by
the
organ.
ins"
. „. ,
money toward the purchase of good equipment, suited to their personal
serVice seemed in the right setting moral order in which the thing was
van,,,'.'"" naze over mountain and FRIDAY,
7:45 P. M., Outing Club Rink.
Charles Pendleton then talked briefgrounded." Later in his talk, Dr. Zerby
needs, that will insure the utmost in satisfaction and enjoyment next
around the fire up there in the cabin
Ice dance.
ly on the organization of the World and was really inspirational.
winter, and perhaps for many more seasons to follow.
Little termed this quality "stalwart indeot 1)1 ! havp ,,e,,n reading an account SATURDAY. Feb. 22—9:30 A. M., OutStudent Christian Federation and its Retreat was a very pleasant occasion pendence of thinking." The third qual..:L ""hard E.
" Byrd's experiences at
W. H. SAWYER, JR.
ing
Club
group
leaves
for
day
of
,' 'ttle America," and the 70 and 80
purpose which was to mold the poteni tfnrted the Cabinet members off ity was "the quality of infinite paTreasurer, B. O. C.
winter sports at Sabattus Cabin.
tialities of individual DtotoOan stu- ^t 8 renewed vigor for the rest of tience." "These," said Dr. Zerby, "make
h
ha Watemperatures, so as to realize SATURDAY, Feb. 22—2:30 P. M., dents throughout the world into a powa man great."
"n it is here.
the year.
Colby College Cage. Track meet,
(Continued on P»ge 2)
Bates vs. Colby.
0 R bbinS
°"»Ko». ». H., Feb.'lO - "
-

N. H. Debaters
Oppose Bates
Tomorrow Eve.

All College Skate
To Be Held Friday
By The Outing Club

Rachel Field
Spoke At Bates
Last Monday

Prominent Woman Author Gave Talk On
"How Books
Happen"

To Be Next To Last

Debate Of Year
For Girls

"Much Ado About Nothing" To
Be Next Production Of 4-A Players
In Little Theatre On March 5-6

Prof. Robinson Will Direct Distinguished Cast In
Annual Shakespearean Drama After
Omission Last Year

Students, Faculty
Attend Impressive
Vesper At Chapel

Coming Events

Dr. Zerby Speaks
On Lincoln's Ability
In Chapel Service

Y. W. Cabinet Holds
Thorncrag Retreat

Outing Club Advises Skiers
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Musical Notes

Pepys Thru The Keyhole - Letters to the Editor

(We herewith offer last week's edition
of your snoopsheet belated by a malicious printer.)

TZZa here's the dose for this wee*.)

NEW3

By Gale Freeman

The local Rotary Club of ,
To nan or not to pan that is the
<£T
vour decrepit uncle is
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-his *£»•.*,„„ va.
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To the Editor:
to speak a mindful upon all and sun- -Tv
however at the stoogie we
program of the day was entlM*1
8TCDENT STAFF 1935-36
So much favorable comment has dry .. . but having found that your
Kdltor
the hands of Bates men.
Mil Lennarlwn -86 (Tel. S-3364)
•
Manuclnc Editor been voiced in regard to the open Uncle's lightest and most harmless
The soloists were \Y
Robert FUh (Tel. 8-3361)
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Saturday evening occurrence. Chase never be thought there can be flys on that two such as "Hurricane Hutch
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some gentlemen for dating purposes. Rotary program.
SPECIAL EDITORS
Hall Dances have long been notorious our hitherto untouchables . . . what we and "Beul" were floored by an inno- Social assets required.'
Wait, who is just coming into ,
nehatlne
- Courtney Burnap '38; Music - Gale Freeman '36; Intercollegiate - for their embarrassing stag lines, re- mean of course, was the conduct of cent looking something after the dance
own in a musical way. s
^batlDS Bernlce Winston '36: Women's Athletics - Margaret Andrews 37
plete with girls who couldn't "get Ruth Rowe and Valley Wilson at but relax you to whom it may concern,
REPORTERS
Oral repetitions, current exaspera- tone solos—"Without a s ....,•• 7*
their man" by means of their terpsi- Carnival Hop . . . right on the dance it was an OYSTER .
tion of overworked students, evoked "Give a Man a Horse He Can &S
chorean grace, but isn't it more than floor ... as somebody put it, disgrace. McLaren, Adler and the little
possible that many of these could ful .. . And while we're there a small, Barstow have had their turn from the following message, printed on a Some of these days Walt will be *L
wield a wicked ping-pong paddle or not-so-bad man came out of Rockland the racket-wielding Romeo . . - Ana IT of Detroit blackboard, that is not ping up as a regular solo 1 ofV?
'Dear Prof.
Prof, C.offev
Coftey vocal organizations here on the cam
drive a ball down the alley with such and left Brewster a bachelor . . . so while on Barstow . . . from Healey to without its point: "De"
Please don't pus. Walt made his col
<|ei,„'
a vengeance that many a man would there you have it . . . all Sunny and Reed to Revey and the greatest of knows all the answers
look on such a one with a genuine ad- Gay . . . and if our frosh friend Ord- these is the next guy . . . And Mac- wake me up. Thank you, I remain—." way back at the last all-.-.
way can think of any more ingenious Bain, new man on East's attic, says
miration for her athletic skill?
SPORTS
Win Keck, better tamed as a irom
A game of ping-pong would afford a uses for a couple of sipping straws that thoughts of Hope Flanders lead
Considerable excitement abounded at
Bernard Marcu, '37. Byron Catlln '38. John Leard '38 Samuel Leard '38. Ed Curtin 3«.
welcome respite occasionally during we would have him try it with less him to feel he'll get along just flue the University of Kentucky recently bonist than as a track
Herb Pickering '38. Jason Lewis '37. George Lythcott 39.
a dance. Possibly some of us who can- success . . . and it certainly wasn t with Barney . . . We are shocked to when several skulls were unearthed we hasten to add that hi
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Henry and Bob . . . though that's sort push all the way up College St . . .
We do not intend to be facetious
only a pair of skiis between us . . .
Students at Martha Berry College in down the floor in a com
da v duHng the College Year by Students of Bates College. Entered as second class
of
out
of
season
.
.
.
one
of
some
itter at the post office at Lewiston. Maine.
about this matter, however, but rather body's poetic principles was univer- J Leard is on the skids or on the way Georgia may dance only waltzes and tap dance number.
matter
Jim Carter, minus a p
we sincerely feel that this innovation sality and permanence . . . but your of all flesh . . . and who provides the quadrilles, have dates of only an hour
6
t935
Member
I93 "
would be a welcome improvement uncle will Hop further . . . Millicent impetus . . . O. G. Jack! . . . The im- and a half on Sunday, may not have to the Empire, sang his b 31 known
upon the regular dances. From the '35 (would that your uncle might possible has become too, too possible radios in their rooms, and may not numbers—"Sylvia" and
men's point of view we would like to think as punfully and clearly) . . . left
Among those on whom the lid of enter into competitive athletics with Song," accompanied in the second
Distributor of
number by the male chorus. The chorus
welcome the women to our recrea- early to go to Madeline's for a rest junior Phisics Lab fell was our own other colleges.
concluded the program with the sing,
tional facilities on Saturday nights.
. . . and returned without ar—REST Raxa . . . That ace of lady-killers Dana
ing of the Bates "Smoker."
Signed: Edward Rideout '39, Roland . . . fine ...
Hull is raising the deuce with Jean
No
doubt
similar
episodes
to
this
Martone '39, Damon Stetson '36. SamLibbey and Edward Howard deserts
To list those who have left us via Bunnv Rivard but turns out to be have often happened in colleges. But honorable
mention for their excellent
uel Leard '38. John Leard '38, Austin the "We're sorry but —" is too sad a just a joker . . - And how deucey is he it's still good. We are thinking of a
Briggs '39, Donald Bridges '39, William task for your sentimental Sam . . .
Took Packard home last Chase psychology professor who stamped into work as accompanists. Profes (or Crafe
acted as master of ceremonies, beins
Greenwood '36, Archibald Peabody '36, maybe Til'l tell . . . Saw some of niglit . . . And an ace of the same class
Roy Haberland "39. Barclay Dorman the fellers at Thorncrag despite zero is a chap Sawyer . . . add to our a first hour class, threw down his notes in charge of the program, and imn>
and
began
to
lecture.
Rapidly,
conduring the artists as they
'38, Bruce Meserve '38, Benjamin Car- weather and snow that drove in your Astaires and Doyles: Reed and FredIF A MAX WORKS tight hours a clay at say the rate of forty cents lin
MacFarlane Meeting Open
'37. Alben Hagstrom '38. Christian eyes and down your back Sunday land who evidently have found some- cisely, using his best witticisms, he
talked
for
fifteen
minutes.
Then
he
an hour it is to be expected that his total pay for the day shall he S3.20. Madison '39, Paul Carson '39, Lawrence
Carolyn Blake is trying hard to in.
afternoon ... no less than Paunchy thing they think worth becoming af- stopped.
That's fair enough isn't it? Whether he works at some other job Gammon '39, Raymond Gove '39, Rob- Garrity and Doctor Healy with that flicted with but thank God the rest
still life and pep into the pit -■■nt order
"Any questions?" he asked. There of tilings as they stand in
the other hours of the clay or whether he does nothing at all the other ert Rimmer '39, and Nick Pellicani '37. pair of black eyes which belonged to of us have been inoculated against were none.
Farlane Club. The last meeti
Wild Bill Cooney's sweet sister . . . this type of epidemic . . . Robbery
bours of the day has no bearing on the justness of his getting $3.20 for
So he began to ask some questions
'Tis agreed that the old lady in front Saunders was reading a story when of this student and that. None of organization found the Preaidi
the time he worked. He has earned a precise sum for working eight
ing that no member could sii:
of Rand was very fine . . . but the the boys surprised him but what they them could answer.
Women Add Their Word
hours and if that work is done satisfactorily, no other factors or happenswer "present" and get away with k.
ski-jumper and center had suspended discovered embarrassed not Robert
"Good Lord!" he burst out finally. One must now answer with news conings of the other hours of his day should enter in. Of course not, you say
Now that Carnival is over, as we I action ... or weren't they Puritan but them because Robert laughed and "Have I spent this whole semester for
look back on it all, one of the out- enough . . .
laughed because he knew that they nothing? Don't you know a blessed cerning an important musical event
and what of it. This is what of it.
that they have recently read or
And among those who now graduate, couldn't duplicate it . . . because . . . thing about this course?"
If a student attends classes with passable regularity, does his work standingly successful events of the
At the same time we might add (ha:
whole week-end was the Open House to Semeli and Taylor, two of the best, Uncle Sam knows a beaut about PerAnd
a
brave
boy
raised
his
hand
well enough to merit a certain payment (in grade) as evidenced by his held at Chase Hall. Such a success de- the uncle's first known attempt ever kins but it won't do any good to menthe next meeting of this orgai
and
said.
"No
sir.
This
is
a
class
in
mastery of the subject matter is it not logical to say that this alone should serves repetition, and we want to re- to offer best wishes . . .
will take place on March .second and
tion it because Richard has bribed
eighteenth century prose."
bhat the meeting will be an
And the funny thing is. people say- the editor . . . Whittier and Robinson
be determinant of his rank? A mark in a course of study like a wage for quest the consideration of this worthy
one—each member being privil
a day's work should be liased on the student's ]>erformance in that course idea by the powers-that-be. If Chase ing 'stew bad Dayt couldn't have were a couple of poets but Whittier's
Those Were the Hearty Old Days
bring a guest. A guest night
Hall could be opened up for games and a nice graduation with everybody else Robinson has no appreciation of the
"Two fried eggs; don't fry 'em top is being prepared under the guidance
alone, regardless of any other happenings or circumstances that occur in dancing on Saturday nights, it would but oh, oh . . . but what somebody beauty which is tact ... so there
hard,"
said
a
customer.
the life of the student'outside that particular class. Still all seems fair provide an excellent meeting place doesn't know never did neither one . . . Robinson once wrote "the man
of Ellen Bailey. So. conic one
"Adam and Eve in the Garden,"
enough doesn't it. But we have reason to sus]>ect that unjustness along for those boys and girls who are keen harm nohow . .' . lest we omit . . . Downing from God knows where" shouted the waiter, "leave their eyes but members must remembei
more than "present.''
on dancing and more especially those apology for last week's miss-up on apologies to Flammonde . . . who was
this line has been practiced on our campus.
who aren't, but who do like to do other
Harm-I'ul but un-Paiged . . . a good man . . . Uie quarterbacks are open."
"Mutton
broth,
in
a
hurry,"
said
a
We think it unfortunate. We think it non-defensible. And yet it things besides holding down the couch Snow,
how could we know . . . Deacon was both playing their winter ball down
An item of extreme Import!
happens. But we would have those responsible realize that it is not in any of the girls' dorms. Lots of Croon Prince at the Hopping and the town it all started when Manning says customer. "Baa-baa in the rain. Make brought before the club by Mrs
him run." shouted the waiter.
girls
like
to
bowl,
play
ping-pong,
and
King
(red-headed
and
five
foot
eight!
to Morin he does . . . lenahan' here
unnoticed.
"Where's my baked potato?" asked concerning the federation of the MacA man may be taking a course in archeology and at the same time pool, but are not given a chance to moved down a Peg ... on his big night. George, it's almost too much for me a customer. "Mrs. Murphy in a seal- Farlane Club with state and national
do so under the present system. Rec- too . . . Libbey told Doc Greenwood ... so George says "pass" the toast
organizations of the .same cl
be a varsity wing on his fair college's intercollegiate soccer club. Would reational opportunities of a co-educa- it was all Adler by him but Revey
skin coat." shouted the waiter.
and I'll "kick" the gong around . . .
"Poached eggs on toast." said a cus- The joining of the MacFarlane Clnb
his work hi archeology he necessarily in any way tied up with the fact that tional nature are too limited in variety forgot to ask first . . . would you trifle the third floor at Cheney House all got
with the national organizal
he is first string wing on the soccer team. It may but not necessarily. here as compared with those at most with a man who was once an All- Valentines and it is rumored that tomer. "Bride and groom on a raft." clubs would moan a tax - I M cento
shouted the waiter.
other
colleges
of
our
type,
and
so
to
Star
athlete
from
Franklin,
N.
H.
.
.
.
Dennis sent them . . . but girls take it
There is no reason why the soccer wing can't be doing his research into
by the
"Frankfurters and sauerkraut." said per member—easily carri
this lamentable condition, we you don't believe he was . . . ask him from your Uncle that Dennis didn't
present financial status
the history-less ages of man just as faithfully and fully as any other man better
urge the extension of Saturday night . . . Said Milliken House to Whittier send them and don't flatter yourselves a customer. "Fido, Shep and a bale
The main purpose of
of hay," shouted the waiter.
in the 9:00 archeology class. If he isn't doing his work all right. His privileges to include those games in House after losing its divan, "I kuow that he's that interested . . .
"Hash," said the customer. "Gen- Federation of Music Clubs is to "Mate
just how you feel" . . . But if Til has
grade should be accordingly given. But because his work in the course- weekly Open House at Chase Hall.
Long Bill Earles (Thespian) plans tleman wants to take a chance," America Music Minded."
anything to say let her now add or to spend week-end next with Colby, Jr.
does not hapi>en to be satisfactory; not because he happens to be playing
Very sincerely.
shouted the waiter. "I'll have hash, creative art in the field 01 .
forever keep the peace . . .
Barbara Davis . . . and we sit to menstressed and the national organization
wing on the soccer club afternoons.
Alberta Keane '3S. Ruth Bowditch
While Uncle Samuel flourished his tion that the same Earles once vowed too." said the next customer. "An- has done much to bring recognition 10
other sport," shouted the waiter.
We hope no one believes we are talking idly. The points we have '38, Marion Jones '38, Ruth Hamlin '38. binoculars searching out the flaws
life-long disdain, hate, distrust and
The i
"Chicken croquettes," said the cus- American musicians.
made have definite application. And if taken in the spirit which given Mary Dale '38, Charlotte Corning '38. of human nature. Aunt Tillie reverted disaffection for all things female, tomer.
"Fowl ball." shouted the satisfaction that the MacFarlai
(editorial courtesy) they might serve to set the right people thinking. Bernice Dean '36. Ruth Coan '36, to her domestic instincts and wielded womanly and otherwise . . . that's the waiter.—The Cornell Daily Sun.
would gain from becoming a I
Georgia McKenny '36. Martha Packard her pet vacuum cleaner . . . that handy
of the state and national groups is it
But more than thinking we would hope for adjustment. We would '38. Elizabeth MacDonald '37. Harriett little instrument which sweeps clean human in the best of us . . . Maxie
is
Eaton
his
way
into
the
Good
heart
ask for fairness in the classroom to all students. We would ask that Durkee '3% Mary Lawrence '38. Anita and gets all the dirt . . . during her of Connie . . . and uses Cheney House's A college magazine is a great inven- knowing that it was standing I
With, the proper recognition of Amertion,
students, whether they are engaged in extra-curricula activities or not Dionne '38. Lois McCleary '39. Juno Saturday night cleaning, dear Aunty line circumstances for the achievement
ican music and musicians. W.
The
college
gets
all
the
fame;
MacLaren
'39.
Ruth
Preble
"IS,
Anita
be graded, according to their ]>erformed work in the course. We would Gauvreau '38, Jean Rivard '38. Muriel was able to brush up some choice . . . Wakefield and Turner Miss tried The printer gets all the money—
or not the MacFarlane Club will .
black
particles
from
the
floor
of
the
out
the
niceties
of
breakfast
last
week
1
depends upon the vote of the mm
ask that men out for athletics and the like should not be discriminated I'nderwood '36, Carolyn Blake 'S !, alumni gym . . . the natives returned
The staff gets all the blame.
bers at the next meeting.
against because of the fact that they are doing outside work, not because Ellen Bailey '36, Ruth Waterhouse '38, on that eventful eve . . . Lindholm and . . . And Dick Gould comes down out
of the high Hathorn bell tower to
The last meeting might be
Ruth
Springer
'37,
Betty
Hunt
'38.
Marthey are failing to do their classroom work.
Mendall heading the list of prodigal admit (in no more words than necespriately named "Crafts' Night"
garet
Melcher
'37,
Betty
Stockwell
'37.
sons
.
.
.
Ault
and
Clough
.
.
.
and
as
There are those who si>cnd long and tedious afternoons out on footsary) that Mary McKenney is a bellprogram was in the hands of P
Carol Wade '37. Millicent Thorpe "37.
as ancient history goes, the "Walk- ringer's fondest hope . . . Black-eyed,
ball, baseball and track fields. There are those who spend long evenings Jeannetle Walker '37. Kitty Thomas far
Crafts. Selections of prominei
ers" were very much in evidence . . . dimpled dubbed Jane Black-Nail Marings were played on the victmla. eact
in other extra-curricula activities in the interest of the benefit and pub- '37. and Constance Goodwin '38.
though not en-Dow-ed. Fosdick also tin wonders why Mr. Madison isn't
number being explained and interlicity of the school. There are those who spend long valuable hours in
tripped the light? fantastic . . . Per- still her Chris . . . but where there's
preted before playing. The subject of
kins returned minus the Mister Hope there's no way, is there? . . .
earning necessary portions of their college excuses. Many (and we might
modern recording was also touched
(O'Conner
to
you)
.
.
.
the
Stetson
Bernard Howe, official of the
Casterline pulls another one of his
say a great many) of these same students do as well, make an honest
upon by the Professor who mentioned
-Harper race goes on with "Bob" get- cute tricks . . . dons one dear little
DeWitt hotel, has asked the
high fidelity methods of v
endeavor to master the material which is being given them in their classes.
ting left at the half mile post and frock and serves himself at Commons
"Student" to announce that the
o
We would only ask that fair treatment be accorded these deserving stu"Day" escorting Luella to the "dawnce" . . . And Piper would like to have that
opportunity awaits any Bates
At
an
impressive
candle-light
service
.
.
.
Catlin
still
seeks
outside
inspiradents in giving them rank credit for their work according to their promen who are interested to try
oh-so-tough Biernacki know that he
Students, Faculty Attend
in the chapel last Tuesday evening
... let it never be said that the wasn't scaring anybody . . . Luella
out at the announcing game durficiency in the subject, and not according to any one's notion of how these at eight o'clock, the following mem- tion
Impressive Vespei
Bates faculty is behind times, not Manter is reported as having strained
ing the DeWitt radio programs.
beyond-classroom must be affecting the student's ]x.'rformance.
bers were initiated into the Christian after the way they did the "Four relations with the Harper . . . It's a
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Howe has asked that any
We consider fairness one of the virtues to be most highly extolled— Service Club:
Hundred" . . . "Prexy (Astaire) Jr." good cook who does not try to spread
men desiring a tryout get in
seems to have gotten the "bug" . . . her frosting too thinly . . . Would you
and the failure to apply it in reward for honest effort and achievement
touch with him at the hotel and
Phyllis Sanders '37.
erful whole. He followed with ap"
two formals in succession . . . my! my! believe that little Jean Leslie would
make an appointment to anpropriate scriptural passau. s.
one of the gravest sins.
Katharine Emig '37.
. . . that's what a woman will do for "sock someone" for calling her sweet
nounce some forthcoming regValentine Wilson, '3S.
Electa Corson '37
you
.
.
.
but
here!
here!
Aunty
musn't.
.
.
.
you
sweet
thing
.
.
.
ular
hotel
DeWitt
broadcast.
Mr.
favorite old hymn "My Soul 1- A'1"1*'
balanced economy—was the fourth
spend all her energy on the dance floor,
Muriel
Corson
'36.
And
so
after
so
much
of
sweetness
Howe
added
that
no
remunerafor God."
point.
so let's look for some dust under the your Uncle feels he has overdone himtion is possible at present, but
Carl Hall '37.
Charles Pendleton read a
Next, a valuation of the scheme inradiator . . . that renowned fisherman, self and hangs up his snoopglass for
said
that
the
chance
for
satisfacWhen Ye Pray." Then wil 1 1"isl|~
cluded three points: first, that it was
Courtney Burnap '38
"Don" appears to have Cast-a-line and the week . . . and next week you'll
tory
performers
to
make
some
an experiment any government in such
organ music for a back!:'
Leighton Dingley '39
caught a Mc-eckerel-roy . . . just one get only one edition . . . with the
money in the near future is likely
a crisis would have tried; second, that
those present in prayer for 1
more sucker? . . . Helen Carys fond printer's kind permission.
William Metz '37.
as Lewiston may have a radio
some parts of it were long over-due,
students throughout the
dreams of her "youthful swain," Felch
Albion Beverage '37.
Uncle Sam and his Til.
station very soon.
lack of them having been accentuated
response "Beneath the Cr
. . . "Fred" is evidently Downing
was sung by Valentine Wils
February Faculty Meeting Is by the depression; and third, that the
Dr. Zerby, Carleton Mabee '36, Isa- "Bobby" Robinson . . . Hacker House
administration had a limited choice of belle Fleming '36, William Felch '36, has reverted to the strong course of
Oysters Best Bates Five;
Held At The Home Of Rev.
plans to adopt, since there were only Charles Pendleton '36. Harriet Van the law with "Boots" proudly displaya tew to which the people would con- Stone '36, and Margaret Gardner '36 ing a "plain clothes" badge from
Even Fish Susceptible
Percy L. Vernon
sent.
assisted in the ceremony.
Lewiston police headquarters, and
This past week-end, with its
The sixth point mentioned the alterAt 8 o'clock last Friday evening, the
The Lambda Alpha is planning a "Jeanie" and "Kitty" using a police
accompanying Tea Dance festivFaculty held its February Round Table natives: in the case of speedy recovery, co-ed cabin party at Thorncrag Thurs- whistle to frighten out the males at
ities, proved a fatal one for sevmeeting at the home of Reverend and the need for many of the measures may day, Feb. 20. from six to nine o'clock. ten P. M. . . . if the legal profession
eral prominent Bates socialites
Mrs. Percy L. Vernon, 336 College be removed; if not, further plans for reisn't
prophitable.
Hacker
might
be
as oysters took their toll of
Augusta.Giuther '37, is general chairorganization will have to be formed;
Street.
converted into a gym . . . instructions
Marion
Welsch
'38,
Robert
The business meeting presided over and there is no way of doing this man of this affair with Eleanor Walsch in Jujutsu a specialty . . . Lapworth
Saunders '36, Robert Fish '36,
by Professor Gould, was followed by except by reinterpretation or amend- '36 in charge of the food, Greta Butler is anything but Nil with Lennartson
Leslie Hutchinson '36, and John
Professor
Carroll's
well-outlined ment of the Constitution. The Repub- '37 in charge of games and Doris Wagg . . . and now before your own sweet
Garrity '37.
in charge of the clean-up commitspeech, "The New Deal. An Experiment lican Committee is now looking for- '39
Aunt
Tillie
is
off
to
give
a
horticulture
All five of these well known
in Control." It consisted of six parts. ward for a remedy for the present tee. Dr. and Mrs. Peter Bertocci and lesson to some bald headed men on
campus figures suffered troubleProfessor Carroll began by an explana- dilemma; and they are asking the Mr. and Mrs. Nelson are the chap- how to grow shrubbery, let her prehasn't been reading the Student, it's been too busy
some cases of ptomaine poisontion of prejudices popularly held; he people how the agricultural problem erones.
vail upon you to place your bets early
and
the
problem
of
employing
ten
miling.
Fish,
Hutchinson
and
Garrity
4A
and
Heelers
will
meet
Monday,
showed that the New Deal is not
on the great Jansen-Habgood match
cleaning off snow thrown back by the Swedes, but 700
are at present confined to the
Socialism, since it supports rather than lion people can be solved within the Feb. 24, in the Little Theater. Sev- for Foster affections. We close with . . .
Infirmary but are recovering.
supplants capitalism: neither is it Constitution. Beyond the analysis of eral members from Heelers are planBates students read it weekly and though they kick
Saunders and
Miss
Welsch
Fascism, for it is not organized to this wide topic lies the spirit of the ning to put on the play "Sunset" by
RECIPE FOR KISSES
New Deal, greatly influenced by the Sladsky.
proved to have a stronger reMargaret Melcher '37 is
break down democratic forms.
about it they still keep reading it.
President and his personality; this is coaching this play and the members To one piece of dark piazza,
sistance for the wiles of the
Hectic Prosperity
most important consideration.
oyster, and have escaped from
of the cast are: Luella Manter '39, Add a little moonlight.
Next, he pointed out the conditions a The
Take for granted two people,
hosts were Prof, and Mrs. Hovey,
Miss Hayden's domain.
which gave rise to it—world economic Prof, and Mrs. Cutts, Miss Mabel Libby. Evelyn Kelser '37, Louis Revey '36, Press in two strong ones, a small hand.
The fact is, the best way to contact the undergraduates
Fred
Bailey
'38
and
George
Scouffas
unbalance before the War, the hectic and Miss Dora Roberts.
Sift
slightly
two
ounces
of
attraction,
'37.
prosperity of the twenties, the depresat Bates is to advertise in the Student. If you want
One of romance.
o
La Petite Academie held their an- Add a large measure of folly.
sion and extreme conditions in 1932
Unlimited cuts for all Amherst nual
Valentine
party
last
Tuesday
eveand 1933, at the time when the New undergraduates is to be the future
anything or you've got anything you don't want let the
Stir in a floating ripple,
Deal was inaugurated. Mr. Carroll policy of the Amherst administration ning at 7.30 in Rand Gym. Margery Add one or two whispers.
The
Women's
Student
Government
Emery
'37.
Ruth
Wight
'36,
and
Carol
Student help you.
then told how the New Deal attempted beginning next semester.
Dissolve half a dozen glances
Association will hold the third in a
Jerard '36 were members of the com- In a well of silence.
to meet this problem by the four R's—
In his comments on the new system mittee.
series of Sunday afternoon teas at
Relief, Redistribution, Recovery, and the Dean stressed the fact that it was
Dust in a small quantity of attraction, Hand Hall on Sunday, Feb. 23.
Reform. The laws enacted under these intended not to enable students to cut
Phi Sigma Iota will meet Thursday. One ounce of resistance.
The rate is 40 cents an inch - - the entire college field
Several faculty women will be guests
headings were influenced by different more of their classes but rather to Feb. 27. Constance Redstone '36, Iris Two of yielding.
of the association and with the girls
groups with different needs, such as emphasize attendance upon them. A Provost '36 and Dorothy Shields '36 Place the kisses on a flushed cheek,
is covered - - results certain.
will be served between four and six
the debtor class, the farmers, the careful check, he said, will be kept will speak on some phase of George Or two red lips.
P.
M.
The
Sunday
afternoon
teas
with
laborers, and the business leaders.
Sand's
life
and
works.
Flavor with a slight scream
upon the cuts of each individual, and
the varied menus, served in an atBalanced Economy
warnings will be given in case the
Ramsdell Scientific Society is plan- And set aside to cool.
mosphere made pleasant by candleVarious measures were passed— number of his absences from classes ning to have a cabin party Tuesday, Will be a success in any climate.
light, flowers and music are enjoyed
And your Aunt claims no credit for by the faculty women and the girls.
monetary, relief and reform, agricul- appears to be inordinately large. Fur- Feb. 25. At the last meeting, Tuestural, industrial, measures for debtors, thermore, the Dean reminded the stu- day, Feb. 11, Dr. Woodcock took the the authorship . . . but till next The committee for the teas this year
for stimulation of recovery, and those dents that the new system was only members to the chapel where he ex- time . . .
's headed by Jeannette Walker '37
w
restricting production. The underly an experiment and could be revoked at plained the various mechanisms of the
tth Eleanor Dearden '38, as her asorgan to them.
Sam 'n' Til.
ing theory of the plan—to bring about any time if unsuccessful.
sistant.
Men Want Open House

ftssocided Golle6iafe Press

0olle6iate Di6est

'We Would <Be Pair"

Local Radio
Program Invites
Bates Announcers

Club Notes

Professor Carroll
Reviews New Deal
With Round Table

The American Olympic
Winter Sports Team

i i.

Student Govt. Tea
Sunday, Rand Hall

PHONE LEWISTON 4490
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\jl Male At The Movies
Trials Haberland Sighs
PARTY AT THORNCRAG
IVorth Two On A Sofa' "Peace*
Tearfully
As
Carlin
To Be Held
Goes To Parker
On March 7

By Boots Kelser
immemorial,
there
has
In their own right ".h» n, ...
time
r
Since le P°° seniDiance
semblance of
01 a code
coae
- s0.n\monK mortals. Certain un*f"En have been obeyed and
**2Ldi sacred despite the frailties
i*"1.8'"^.! nature. Foremost among
laws, is the one
^ .h holds that a■ woman's diary, like and peanut-butter
' Cheese'
'"w'-t should be
. to the rest of
V "^j,] forever a closed book. How
i*e Improbable as it may seem,
,ter
'. has broken—instead of estab^ !,,i ancient tradition. Brazen,,,,nB Wllh
"£ "Beloved
**SS.iaved in the hall of each wo- deffi £ T
tha,'dweather conditions. (We
Lf Wmitory is the collective diary PrX?
Pieaiot
that
the
co-eds'
endurance
will
that h S
6 mo
when
fJitr i""1 inbare
T f"
[*
»weet
Iprta"
°'i.re H !•«»>
' naked' exposed make^r
makes the nver-bank inhabitable )
,,,P sacrilegious eyes of all chance
- ..
—But No Dinner"
10
.iV-M. recording in bold (though
evidently some of the Bates "eds"
Is1".,,. nndiscernlble) letters, the ac- have rounded the corner and caught
"•
„f the Bates Miss after dark.
,rOSI erity
tions
' because
WHe«
thwairted swains may often be few
few dd n„J
nner andi movie
dates appear
in
i?~S poring over these books In a the sign-out books-After tea^ance
f:i VI
,0 nnd out wnere
y n
an a frequent
nlrit" ' '
^ f,r
'
P'lsrim to
**udy-i°Tes have gone• when tney Frve
.v 0U.se' signed his Cherie out
STandthe approximate time of their imf the
threatennig
ubut no dinner."statement of
i
,mi (The one great regret is that •^M
'Movies,
1. names of the ladies' escorts are
When conditions are suitable skatot recorded.) Surely by this time, ing ,» recorded by the more a hietic
vou have divined the co-eds as a favorite pastime, and some
dear r«
of t-»—■
these remarkable diaries.• sport fans have been frequenting t !
nature of
h
neht' T:'''v »lilsflllera<le under the recent basbetball games
•lie of "sign-out books."
In them
Alas and alack, with the sweet1 must
^ ^J ™^
1're inscribed all the temptations, sins. come the bitter
L would-be sins of the college co-ed. Bates forgets her rules and regulaUt is make a tour of Cheney, Frye, tions, and fails to account for her
Hatter, ami the other houses sheltera te r eight P M
TK l ,
- - s»e ^ Pun.„ jii-s Bates, and peep between the fch
ished by being made to record for one
rtvere ol her diary.
and sometimes two days every de"Mickey Mouse Movies
parture from her dormitory. After
Movies Hold precedent over all other she has signed out to meals, classes,
dales. Those co-eds who have firmly library, and so-forth for untold hours,
ensnared the iieart of some defense- her memory is usually greatly develie,j male, seem also to have a firm oped.
jjjp on Ms pocket-book, for they
Bright Sign-outs
iisnauxtake their two movie "pers" a
Unique
and
humorous "sign-outs"
,'eel (However, it might be susare suggestive of the co-ed in her more
ptcted thai the young couples fre- light-hearted moments. A few foolquent Uie "Mickey Mouse" pictures. ish ones give as their destination "the
Mickey, you know, is the handy little side-yard," "Augusta State Hospital,"
fellow who holds free movies in de- Salvation Army Base," or simply
fence of the Student Government rule state that they are "Seeing the world."
which states that a girl may be out
In conclusion, it would appear that
until ten-thirty one week-night and the Bates co-ed is a young lady who
eleven another, but insists that she craves action. Merely the charming?
must be in i:
movies during that presence of the "magnificent brute"
•ime. Mickey is very kind-hearted, may in itself be all right for a few
and often begins his pictures at eight- nights of the week, but the real opinor nine o'clock, holding them ion of Betty Bates seems to be that
at "Jordan's," "The Qual," Ross's, or "a male at the movies is worth two
other favorite spots.)
on a sofa!"
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Louis Untermeyer To Make
Appearance At Bates
(Continued from Page 1)
now makes his winter residence in
Toledo, Ohio.
No Admission Fee
v«ral seasons Mr. Untermeyer
has been a popular lecturer at colleges
and universities. His charm of personality, brilliance of mind, and variety of material have made him a continuous Buccess on the lecture plat-::<>n<» his new titles are the

lectures "What Americans Read and
Why," "Why We Write and How,"
"Poetry and the Average Man." "New
Frontiers in America," "The Riddle of
Heine."
The wife of Mr. Untermeyer is Jean
Starr Untermeyer, well known as a
poet in her own right. The author of
several books of poetry, her best
known are "Growing Pains," "Dreams
Out of Darkness," and "Steep Ascent."
Sponsored by the Bates Y. M. C. A.
and the Spofford Club, this lecture is
open to both college students and the
public at large. As is customary at
these lectures, no admission fee Will
he charged.

WEATHER
For Year
(36.92)
(Jan. 5)
(46.00)
(Jan. 16)
(—0.67)
(Jan. 30)
(—14.00)
(Jan. 30)

Warmest day
Warmest hour
Coldest day
Coldest hour

For Month
(22.38)
(Feb. 15)
(33.00)
(Feb. 15)
( 8.21)
(Feb. 2)
(—4.00)
(Feb. 6)

FORECAST RECORD

Hits
Misses
Percent
1118
227
.831
66
18
.785
11
3
.785
WEEKLY WEATHER
Average
Maximum Minimum
Weather
February 10
10.46
18
4
Fair
February 11
12.46
21
0
Fair
February 12
16.00
22
13
Fair
February 13
13.08
20
1
Fair
February 14
1 5.54
21
10
.54" (5.75 snow)
February 15
22.38
33
7
.02 (0.20 snow)
February 16
19.00
31
3
Overcast
W eekly average—-Feb. 1- 7 13.71 0.26' ppt. 1.80 ' S.
Feb. 8-14 14.03 1.08 ppt. 12.75 ' S. 1.08"—12.75
CLTMATOLOGICAL DATA
To date
Average
+ or —
Temperature—
February
14.28»
19.36
—81.20
Seasonal
19.83
—153.49
17.12
For Year
18.93
—32.12
18.26
Precipitation (in inches)
2.08
February
1.36
—0.72
13.54"
Seasonal
17.17
+2.63
5.94
For Year
10.04
+ 5.10
.Snowfall (in inches)—
February
14.75
11.68
+ 3.07
Seasonal
70.25
52.04
+ 18.21
For Year
55.55
oo.it
33.14
-^-ccn.
+22.41
*Every hourly reading for first two weeks has been a freezing temperature, or lower. Only T/<, of the readings during this same period were
above 20 degrees.
All time total
1836 -1936
Last Week
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COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
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AUBURN, ME.
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EDS AND CO-EDS
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JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
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ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
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I.ewiston Monumental Works
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Bates Entrant In State
Contest Selected At
That Time
The local elimination contest for the
selection of a speaker to represent
Bates in the forthcoming Stae Oratorical Contest On Peace will be held
on March 7 at 2.00 in the Little THea,enn„, A"y »"»<*> f«>- declamation
length and may be about any special
subject with a general trend toward
Peace It is not necessary tha? COT
t
h Ve U ir entire orati
nr2S
? each
'? should be °"
memWised \
but
familiar

23Z2. ,t0 clearly demonstrate his
oratorical ability. Orations entirely
read will not be considered at all. On
tne other hand, speakers will not be
penalized for lapses of memory, the
aim of these preliminaries being merely to select the speaker showing the
most oratorical promise.
The student winning this preliminary
will then meet speakers from Colby
and Maine on March 17. As three
prizes of fifty, thirty, and twenty dollars are to be awarded, each speaker
successful in his college is certain to
receive some compensation.
Last year Ray Stetson, '35, wellknown debater, was winner of the
State contest for Bates, and his composition was one of 12 picked by the
committee from 500 orations all over
the United States to be used for declamation contests. In fact Bates has
been the most prominent and consistent winner of the State contest
since it began in 1930, carrying off
the honors in four out of the six meetings. The University of Maine won
in 1930, and Colby in 1934.
Any further particulars will be furnished by Professor Robinson and
Professor Quimby.

Rachel Field Spoke At
Bates Last Monday
(Continued from Page 1)

<<

"letting the words trickle off my pen."
"Hitty—Her First Hundred Years,"
for which Rachel Field was awarded
the John Newberry Medal for the
most distinguished contribution to
children's literature in 1929, was "a
regular snowball of a book—from a
little hard ball in my hand it grew
and grew and grew.
"You don't have to be born in a
state to have your roots there." With
this sentence, the lecturer explained
why it came about that she had chosen
Maine as the region with which she
wished to be associated in her writing. She then went on to explain the
backgrounds of her various Maine
novels.
It seemed that the writer has a remarkable memory for certain picturesque phrases which she has heard.
Two good examples were "He was so
particular that God Almighty's overcoat wouldn't make him a vest," and
"Every horn that blows doesn't blow
for dinner."
At Wesleyan the cut system is still
very strict for freshmen and "low
No Empty Basket
111 conclusion, the speaker said. rankers" but all students on the Dean's
"Writing books is something like list receive unlimited cuts.
berrying—you think how nice it will
be to come home with a basket of nice
THE BLUE LINE
ripe raspberries. However, if you come
LEWISTON - RUMFOKD - FARMINGTON
across some attractive mushrooms you
Lv. LEWISTON
may persuade yourself that It was
7;45 A. M.. 10:05 A. M.. 1:30 P. M.. 6:00 P. M.
really mushrooms and not raspberries
Lv. RUMFORD
7:36 A. M.. 9*6 A. M.. 1:20 P. M.. 4:60 P. M.
that you wanted after all. In the same
Lv. FARMINGTON
way books, which often end in a man7:83 A.M.. 9:63 A. M.. 1:18 P. M . 4:48 P. M.
ner much different from the intentioned one. But the main thing about
berrying, as in writing books, is that
you mustn't come home with the basWe can show you a varied
ket empty." A short question period
selection of
followed the lecture.
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
All College Skate
PENS, LADIES' SILK
To Be Held Friday UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
I Continued from Page 1)
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
cents and the group will be limited to
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS
thirty. Notices and places for signatures will be posted on the bulletin
boards of Chase and Rand. Students
must procure equipment from the OutJEWELERS
ing Club beforehand or bring their
LEWISTON, - MAINE
own. This trip is subject to being cancelled if the weather is too bad.

Barnstone - Osgood

This is a basy store, busier than ever! There's a reason!

WARD BROS.

LITTLE THEATRE

CopTrieht 1938,
The American Tobacco Company

Each puff less acid— Luckies are

A LIGHT

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
For twenty-five years the research staff

We believe that Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Distinctive Wearing Apparel
for College Women

embody a number of genuinely basic

has worked

a

improvements, and that all these im-

measurably finer cigarette—namely, a

provements combine to produce a

cigarette having a minimum of volatile com-

superior cigarette —a modern cigarette,

VISIT US WHEN DOWNTOWN

ponents, with an improved richness of taste

a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied to-

-"A LIGHT SMOKE."

baccos—A Light Smoke.

72 LISBON STREET

steadily to produce

OPP. MUSIC HALL

Luckies are less acid
Compliments of

FIRSTLEWISTON
NATIONAL
BANK
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show* that other popular brand* have an
excess of acidity over
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TWO NIGHTS ONLY - MARCH 26 and 27

Friar Francis,
F. Carleton Mabee. '36
Dogberry, a constable,
Clifton D. Gray, Jr.. '36
Vergez. a Headborough.
Henry Farnum, '39
A Sexton,
George Scouffas, '37
A Boy, page to Leonato.
Master David Sawyer, '43
A Messenger to Don Pedro,
John Harvey, Jr., '37
Hero, daughter to Leonato,
Lenore Murphy, '36
Beatrice, niece to Leonato,
Mary Abromson, '36
Margaret, gentlewoman attending
Hero,
Elizabeth Stevens, '37
Ursula, gentlewoman attending Hero.
Jane Ault, '37
Watchmen—
First,
Roland Martone, '39
Second,
Wilfrid Symons, '37
Third,
James Foster, '38
The production staff consists of:
Stage Manager, W. Clark Noyes, '37
Assistant Manager,
Lewis Mills. Jr., '39
Properties, Miss Eleanore Dearden,
'38, Messrs. Gray, '36, and Goodell, '39
Costumes. Misses Seranush Jaffarian.
'37. and Ruth Merrill. '37
Music.
Prof. Seldon T. Crafts
Publicity,
Nils Lennartson, '36
Prompters,
Misses Jean Lowry, '37
and Roberta Smith, '39
Business Manager. Sunnier Libbey. '36
Assistant Managers,
Frances Clark, '37
and Robert McBride, '39
Assistant Director,
Mary Abromson. '36
Director,
Prof. Grosvenor If. Robinson
Tickets for "Much Ado About Nothing" will be on sale soon at the College
Book Store for the usual admission
price of tliirty.five opnta.
Roland Martone, '39.

Pure Drugs and Medicines

Corner Bates and Main Streets

Varsity Club
FOLLIES

(Continued from Page 1)

APF

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

The Season's Sensation

Last Saturday evening. February 15.
Valentine Wilson, '38, was given a
Cabin party at Thorncrag in celebration of his birthday. After skiing
and snowshoeing, the guests enjoyed
the warm supper which was served
at the cabin.
Following supper, games were enjoyed and the warmth of the fire in
the fireplace was very agreeable while
stories and jokes were exchanged. Dr.
and Mrs. Bertocci were the chaperones
and the guests included Valentine Wilson "38. Ruth Rowe '36, Alice N'eily '38.
Clifton Gray. Jr. '36. Ashmun Sally '37,
and Emma Bickford of Auburn.

Much Ado About Nothing"
To Be Next 4-A Production

V_> JL>/\ 1\ JLV

iT

VV •

Benjamin Carlin '37 that inimio
£58*** and erstwhile
Roger William, hermit, has, with
the advent of a new semester,
decided to give up his residence
in that monastic edifice and return to his former haunts in
Parker. This genial, curly-haired
spreader (of joy) will now cheer
the days of those who live on
top floor west.
Better known by those who
know him best as "Banjo", he
teft his Roger Williams cohorts.
Paul Vernon '37, William Johnson '39, and Roy Haberland '39,
bravely though sadly. William
Greenwood '36, his inspiration
and motivator, spurred the husky
voiced baritone to a final rendition of "Ivan Skavinsky Skavar",
as his gathered friends stood
mournfully about. An observant
"Student" reporter was even
able to notice two large tears
that trickled down the cheeks
of the greatly affected Haberland.
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Tony Kishon Will Serve Athletic Policy
As Most Colorful Figure
(Continued from Page 1)
his second season as a track man
never having run before entering Bates
last year, took fourth place against a
strong 300-yard field in the K. of C.
meet in Boston recently. In addition
to these two dependables, Omar King,
substitute quarterback on the football
team, and George Giovanazzi. sprinter
on last year's yearling outfit, have
shown up well in practice.
Another runner who can do well in
the 300 but who will probably confine
his activities to his numerous other
specialties is Bill Luukko, ex-Worcester Academy runner. A member of the
relay quartet this year, Luukko has
run some fast quarter miles, but Saturday will probably find him in the
hurdles, broad jump, high jump, or
possibly 600.
Bud Catlin former South Portland
runner and last year a mainstay of
the freshman team, is slated to team
with Luukko in opposing EM Dolan of
Colby in the hurdles. Waahuk and
Dolaii in the broad jump and unnamed
competitors in the high jump.
Plucky DeVerber
One of the keener edges of the competition will be in the middle and long
distance runs. Despite Veysey's long
holding of the Colby track spotlight,
other capable men were hidden behind the brightness of the gleam,
among them, Herbie DeVerber, several
times a thorn in the side of Bates'
cross-country men. DeVerber is capable at both the mile and two mile. He
will be meeting old friends Saturday
in the persons of Paul Tubbs, crosscountry captain, and Dick Gould, another cross-country man, who will uphold the Garnet colors in the two mile
event; and Bob Saunders, Damon Stetson, and Courtney Burnap, milers,
who ran over hill and dale against
DeVerber last fall. Saunders has been
showing a return to winning form
lately. In his freshman year he was
state half-mile champion, and now
seems to be reapproaching the ability
that earned him that crown. Bob lias
been a member of the relay team this
winter. Walt Rodgers, an inexperienced
junior, may also run the mile.
Howard 600 Star
Saunders may double up in the 1000,
but another relay team member will
nevertheless, be the Bobcats' main
hope at this distance. Art Danielson
was second to Veysey last winter in
the meet, and now has more experience
from which to work.
Eddie Howard, the other relay man,
assumes number one position in the
600, an event in which he has starred
at Medford High, Hebron, and on the
freshman outfit last winter. Carl Bergengren. Bill Fisher, and Sam Leard
are the other Bates' middle distance
aspirants.

Announced In
Last 'Alumnus'

Prof. Cutts Speaks For
Faculty Comm., May
Restore Hockey
No post-season or post-State series
football game; a maximum of one "big"
football contest a year; the maintenance of a sports program of cross
country and football in the fall; indoor track and the newly-announced
basketball in the winter: baseball, outdoor track and tennis in the spring:
and a desire to restore hockey and
winter sports as intercollegiate sports
when the Athletic Association's financial condition warrants such a move
seem to summarize the present athletic
policy of the college which was announced by the Faculty Committee on
Athletics in the February issue of the
Bates Alumnus through the committee's chairman, Prof. Oliver F. Cutts.
Tracing the appearance of so-called
"big" games on the Bates schedules in
recent years, spokesman Cutts explains
that since 1921 the policy has been to
play at least one such game each fall.
"This has been done for several reasons: First, the necessity for increased
receipts from guarantees; second, because, while the Bates coach would
find it much easier to compete only in
our own class, he has not been adverse
to demonstrating the knowledge and
ability of his players against any
eleven men from larger and richer
institutions governed by the same rules
and standards as our own; third, the
players themselves harbored no Inferiority complex and were anxious
to show what they could do against
more experienced and perhaps better
technically trained men; fourth, because of the added educational opportunities of occasional trips to larger
colleges and universities."
One "Big" Game a Season
With reference to the cancellation
of the New York University game in
1936, Mr. Cutts writes:
"The experience of the past season shows that
Bates College should adhere strictly
to the policy of no post-season . . .
games. We are convinced also that
we cannot afford to allow what might
be considered a 'suicide schedule' and
have, therefore, obtained our release
from the New York University game
next year, and shall play only the Holy

Freshmen-Bridgton Track Meet
Bridgton Academy won the
Track Meet yesterday afternoon
by a 65 to 34 score. Bob Dixon,
colored flash from Bridgton, won
a close 600 race from George
Lythcott, colored freshman star.
Dixon's time, 1:17 2-5 was 1-5
of a second behind the record
set by Raymond of Huntington
Academy two years ago.
Records were also equalled in
the 40 yard dash and 45 low
hurdle by Whitten of Bridgton.
Dana Wallace beat off Soule of
Bridgton to win the mile in
4:42 4-5 seconds.
Cross game as a 'big' game."
The Faculty Committee, which Prof.
Cutts represents, has the initiative
and control of the athletic situation,
Including dropping sports, and adopting
new sports. The financial backing of
the proposed plans of the Committee,
however, conies from the Athletic
Council, composed of five students, four
alumni, and five members of the faculty, usually the Faculty Committee on
Athletics.
Thus, the official statements, coming as they do in the wake
of announcements of New York University game cancellation and of the
future adoption of basketball on an
intercollegiate basis, are quite timely.
An interesting financial comparison
is made in the article, which then explains that the 1935 schedule was arranged on account of the financial situation "in order to liquidate the debt
incurred through much needed improvements." During the reconstruction project on Garcelon Field and as
a result of it, the Athletic Association, which had a savings bank fund
at that time, ran in debt $10,500 to
make the improvement. "The next
year (1933) the debt was reduced, and
was further cut down the following
year, but at the start of this year the
Athletic Associatton had been obliged
to borrow more funds and was owing
$11,000. Part of this indebtedness has
been liquidated and at the time of writing this article, the Athletic Association is paying interest on $4,500 only.
AditionaJ money, however, must be
borrowed before the end of the year.
Despite this, a note of optimism is
struck in conclusion: "The Athletic
Committee would like to restore hockey; they would like also to maintain
basketball, and plan to do both if, and
when, it seems possible to finance such
a full program. It is doubtful, however, if we can support both basketball and hockey. We have a limited
number of men students (375) and we
should not undertake too broad a program."

Juniors Lose Close
Hoop Battle With
Sophomore Quintet
Bad

Luck For Junior Team
Continues As Seniors
Win By Six Points

Thanks to Bob Frost and Dick Preston, the juniors have yet to win an inter-class basketball game. Toward the
end of last Tuesday evening's game,
the juniors were leading by a narrow
margin when Frost and Preston
teamed up under pressure to score
twice and give the sophomores a 28-27
victory. Nick Pellicani, however, junior ace, was high man of the game with
five fields goals and six foul shots for
a sixteen point total. Near-fights in
the heat of the competition livened up
the game.
THE SUMMARY
Sophomores
Gls. Fls. Pts.
Preston If
4
3
11
Doyle If
0
0
0
Reed rf
10
2
Patterson rf
.000
Bartlett c
0
1
1
Eggleton lg
... 1
0
2
Hathaway lr
2
0
4
Frost rg
4
0
8
Eaton rg
0
0
0

SPORTSSHOTS
By Bob Saunders
WEEKLY BOOST:

To Nick Pellicane-for his winning game of basket-

ball on a losing team.
,
ThP rmestion of ore-season football practice was brought to tlie

wmmMm
arguments, tnai

more

advanced opponents, the

would follow suit, but such was not the case.
.
As Sampson Sees It
conditioned teams were met. Without
Arthur Sampson of the "Boston a doubt. Sampson pointed out, an
Herald" analyzed the situation very extra week of conditioning work can
well. The idea behind the curtailing
early season football practice was, he reduce a number of early season in
said, to limit the amount of pre-season juries.
Another point that Sampson emdrudgery, de-emphasize the game in
the minds of the candidates, and to phasized was the fact that the players
shorten the season as much as possible. are very apt to develop inferiority
Then he pointed out that the late complexes when it is obvious that the
Any
start simply meant extra work to catch opposition is better prepared.
up to earlier starting squads. The competitor likes to have an even
extra work not only brought drudgery chance, is the way he put it, and when
but also a flock of injuries when better you face an adversary equipped with
a machine gun you want more than an
THE SUMMARY
air rifle to carry on your shoulder.
Seniors
Ols. Fls. Pts.
Problem at Bates
1
7
Lapham If
3
6
0
But the Big Three is not the only
Small rf
0
0
one facing such a problem. At Bates
Enagonio rf
0
3
1
the backfield men get in but a meager
Clark c
4
2
two weeks' practice under the present
Sherman lg
12
4
28
Totals
4
arrangements and the linemen no more
0
Drobosky lg
0
than ten days' work! The task of
1
Juniors
Gls. Fls. Pts. Zaremba rg
0
whipping the men into some sort of
2
Wellman rg
Pellicani If . . .
5
6
16
physical shape without exhausting
Duncan rf
2
2
6
30
them and then getting them developed
13
Totals
Hager c
0
0
0
far enough in fundamentals, tactics
Mallard c
...
0
0.0
Juniors
Gls. Fls. Pts. and precision, to meet an opponent
Dunlevy lg
1
1
3
14
Pellicani If
7
which has had considerable more preCurtin rg
0
1
1
2
Duncan rf
season training is rather a herculean
Welch rg
0
1
1
3
Hager c
1
bit of work.
0
Mallard c
0
The question becomes all the more
Totals
8
11
27
0
Dunlevy lg
0
acute when Bates will have to meet
5
Score by Periods
12
3
4 Curtin rg
2
0
0
Sophomores
4
8 20 28 -Welch rg
Juniors
5 13 21 27
We carry a large assortment
LI
2
24
Totals
Referee: Pignone.
Umpire: Mc12
3
4
Score by Periods
of—
Cluskey. Time: 4 8's.
13 17 25 30
Seniors
Pellicani continued to star for a los- Juniors
Men's Gladstone Bags
6
9 19 24
ing cause in Thursday night's game as
Referee: Pignone.
Umpire: McLadies' Fitted and
he sank five field goals in the second Cluskey. Time: 4 8's.
half to add to four points he had
Unfitted Cases
already made. Nick accounted for 14
Men's
Billfolds and
of his team's 24 points. The seniors
started in the first period toward a
Small Leather Goods
victory by gaining a 13 to 6 advanIS FOR
tage, and were never headed. Ted
Wellman and Zaremba again played
BATES STUDENTS
stellar guard games while Lapham and
123 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
Drop in between cfl
Small high-scored for the winning
team.

THE COLLEGE STORE

Fogg's Leather Store

the highly trained and p0Wer
Cross team in the opening „.
™ol»
fall. To play such a team w?e n«*t
are several weeks behind in '', " >'oii
ing work alone, to say nothi,,.?, insufficiently drilled is ., „,„;,'' king
error. Bates will bo lucky ; .■ *.er''l<i5
come out of that game without " <ai1
bad injuries which will hind'Vei'al
er
team considerably during n,„
the
fi.
lie firs,
of the season. The iurt''u1'l'"s'I«U
ac|
Morey will not have the
° >
strength next season thai he J!?ei7*
last fall will be just another , ^
for him to have to deal with
'I, c|e
j,i
that the fact that no matt '- A.la to
bitious and how skilled a now
trainer may be and how much tin!"1*'"
coaches may devote t,
juries a great deal of injuries ,-Jul'
eliminated by a regular trainer *B
makes training athletes his Dr*'
sion and you get a pretty g))0j Vj"**
the Bates situation.
Shortest Period in Esst
Not that we want to .... ,i.
pression that the football man aljJ111'
leads a miserable existen.-.
vrfif.,es
of the sort. The football man i* • 8
the best of care, the best „■ eoul25
and the best of coaching , i^^Jrealize also the financial •lifflf,n1with which the athleti
has to contend. Yet in the 6, au2fi!
we wonder if anything i dd hi
more benefit to the team and i«.?
coaches here than a longer m^Z"?
training period which would ellmnM*
to a large degree early si - ,n j„juJ
and enable the team to be on a par wi?k
its opponents in practice
." . ''
is. Bates has a considerably 'short,
training period than Mai
and Colby.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTL'S STRE1
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SBOK
Agent. JOK BIERN LI k<

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dog» and Toasted Sandwich, i
Have You Tried Our Silox Coffet!
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
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Watches always at the lowest prices
For Guaranteed Goods

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties
"Chilton Pens - All New Models"

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

W

Lewiston, Me.
SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

"3 JSatea aTrabition"
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET!
B.I*. 1904

.
Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

The Nut Shop
CHOICE NUTS

:;:

for a Milder
better tasting
cigarette

AND

CANDY
RENTAL LIBRARY
STOP IN WHEN DOWN TOWN

Cor. Park and Main Streets

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets
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